Abstract-It is well known that least absolute deviation (LAD) criterion or 1 -norm used for estimation of parameters is characterized by robustness, i.e., the estimated parameters are totally resistant (insensitive) to large changes in the sampled data. This is an extremely useful feature, especially, when the sampled data are known to be contaminated by occasionally occurring outliers or by spiky noise. In our previous works, we have proposed the least absolute deviation neural network (LADNN) to solve unconstrained LAD problems. The theoretical proofs and numerical simulations have shown that the LADNN is Lyapunov-stable and it can globally converge to the exact solution to a given unconstrained LAD problem. We have also demonstrated its excellent application value in time-delay estimation. More generally, a practical LAD application problem may contain some linear constraints, such as a set of equalities and/or inequalities, which is called constrained LAD problem, whereas the unconstrained LAD can be considered as a special form of the constrained LAD. In this paper, we present a new neural network called constrained least absolute deviation neural network (CLADNN) to solve general constrained LAD problems. Theoretical proofs and numerical simulations demonstrate that the proposed CLADNN is Lyapunov stable and globally converges to the exact solution to a given constrained LAD problem, independent of initial values. The numerical simulations have also illustrated that the proposed CLADNN can be used to robustly estimate parameters for nonlinear curve fitting, which is extensively used in signal and image processing.
equations have certain properties not shared by the ordinary LS ( -norm) solutions [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] as follows. 1) An -norm solution of an overdetermined system of linear equations always exists although the -norm solution is not necessarily unique in contrast to the -norm solution where the solution is always unique when matrix A is of full rank. 2) -norm solutions are robust which means the solution is resistant (insensitive) to some large changes in the data. This is an extremely useful property when the data are known to be contaminated by occasional wild points or spiky noise. 3) For fitting a number of data points by a constant, the -norm estimate can be interpreted as the median while the -norm estimate is the mean. A general LAD with equality and inequality constraints are formulated as follows:
where , , , , , , and is the solution to be determined.
Because of its excellent properties, the LAD optimization model described by (1) has been extensively studied [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] and many numerical algorithms for solving this model, such as Simplex and Karmarkar's algorithms, have been proposed [7] [8] [9] . However, with the increase of the model scale, these numerical algorithms are not adequate for solving real-time problems. One possible and promising approach to real-time optimization is to apply neural networks (NNs). Because of the inherent massive parallelism, the NN-based approach can solve optimization problems within a time constant of the network, for example, several milliseconds. Hopfield and Tank first proposed to use an NN for solving linear programming problems [14] , [15] . Their creative work has motivated many researchers to investigate alternative NNs for solving linear and nonlinear programming problems [1] , [2] , [11] [12] [13] , [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] and for solving arbitrary roots of polynomials [23] , [24] . For instance, Cichocki and Unbehauen proposed to use an NN for solving the unconstrained LAD problem [1] . In the NN proposed by Cickocki and Unbehauen for implementing the LAD optimization model, some complex control circuits, such as "inhibition control circuits" and "switch control circuits," were introduced [1] . This made their NN models complicated and difficult for implementation. For some so-called ill-conditioned problems, their network parameters have to be adjusted, which is unrealistic for practical applications since the exact solutions are unknown. In our previous work, we presented a new NN to solve the unconstrained LAD optimization model [11] , [12] . This NN can be implemented by using a number of adders, limiters, and 1045-9227/$25.00 © 2007 IEEE integrators, without any control circuits to be tuned. By mathematical proofs and experimental validations, the proposed unconstrained LAD network is Lyapunov stable and able to converge globally to the exact solution to a given problem. In this paper, we propose another NN to solve the constrained LAD optimization problem, which can be viewed as the generalization of the unconstrained LAD because when the constraints are set to zeros, the constrained LAD model described by (1) is equivalent to an unconstrained LAD model. Likewise, the NN for solving constrained LAD problems, namely, CLADNN, can be implemented without any control circuits and its convergence is proven theoretically and validated experimentally.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, preliminary theories are given, which will be cited in later sessions. In Section III, the LAD NN with equality constraints is presented first and then it is extended to the general case where the equality and inequality constraints exist simultaneously. Section IV presents three groups of numerical experiments for the validation of the convergence performances of the proposed CLADNN. Finally, the conclusions are given in Section V.
II. PRELIMINARY THEORIES AND DEFINITIONS
In this section, the necessary mathematical definitions and lemmas are introduced, which will be used to describe the proposed LAD NN in Section II-A.
Definition 1 (Lipschitz Continuous [21] , [25] ): The mapping is said to be Lipschitz continuous with a positive constant on the set , if for each pair of points , the following inequality holds:
Definition 2 (Lyapunov Stable [21] , [26] [27] [28] [29] [21] , [26] [27] [28] [29] ): An NN is said to be globally convergent if for any initial point taken in the definition domain, every trajectory of the corresponding dynamic system converges to its unique equilibrium point. 
III. THEORIES OF CLADNNS

A. Theories of an NN of the LAD With Equality Constraints
We first construct an NN to solve the LAD problem only with equality constraints and prove its global convergence. This LAD problem is formulated as Minimize Subject to (
Using Proposition 1, we turn the problem described in (3) into another form, which is easier to solve. Proposition 1: The optimization model described in (3) (5) is a continuous-time network governed by a set of ordinary differential equations, it can be real-time implemented via very large scale integration (VLSI) complimentary metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS) circuits. In such a circuit implementation, the projection operator of is actually a simple limiter with a unit threshold. The matrix or vector multiplications are actually the synaptic weighting and summing operations, and hence, they can be implemented via a number of adders with a weighting function [1] , [2] , [11] [12] [13] , [20] [21] [22] , [31] [32] [33] . The rest are a number of simple integrators. The most important thing is that the architecture of the proposed network, as shown in Fig. 1 , does not contain any control unit circuits or variable parameters to be tuned, which are usually found in the literature, e.g., in [1] , [16] , and [17] , and thus its implementation becomes much easier. To conduct numerical validations, Fig. 2(a) illustrates the simulation circuit of the proposed network under MATLAB SIMULINK. In the following, we will prove that the NN described in (5) globally converges to the exact solution to problem (4), or equivalently, to problem (3).
Theorem 1: Suppose that the problem in (4) has a solution, then the NN described by (5) is Lyapunov stable and globally converges to the exact solution to problem (4 (7) where matrices and , vectors and , compact and convex set , and projection operator have identical definitions as given in (6) .
Proof: Let denote the Lagrange function of Max-Min optimization model in (4); then (8) According to the Kuhn-Tucker (K-T) theorem [2] , [26] , we know that is a solution to convex optimization model (4) if and only if there exists a saddle point of model (4), , which satisfies
yields (10) which is equivalent to (11) In Proposition 4, let , , and ; we immediately obtain (12) yields (13) Utilizing the fact that inequality (13) must hold for all , we obtain (14) yields (15) Utilizing the fact that inequality (15) must hold for all , we obtain (16) Fig. 1 where (18) The solution set of is just the equilibrium point set of dynamic system (5). In Theorem 2, we will give the relationship between the solution set of model (4) and the equilibrium point set of dynamic system (5). (4) . This completes the proof of Theorem 2. Theorem 2 guarantees that if dynamic system (5) converges, it will converge to the exact solution as model (4) . In the following, we need to further prove that system (5) This means that or the system in (5) globally converges to its equilibrium point set. Finally, by Theorem 2, system (5) globally converges to the exact solution to the model in (4), or equivalently, to the original LAD problem in (3) . The proof of Theorem 1 is complete.
B. Theories of an NN of the LAD With Equality and Inequality Constraints
Now, we extend the LAD NN governed by the dynamic equations in (5) to a more general form to solve the general constrained LAD problem described in (1) . First, we can transfer the original problem in (1) Equation (27b) is almost identical to (4) except that (27b) contains an additional inequality constraint. Temporally ignoring the inequality constraint and replacing and in (19) with and defined previously, respectively, we immediately obtain (28a) where , , and , where , , and . To consider the inequality constraint, we replace in (28a) with so that the state equation given in (28a) can converge to the equilibrium point (solution) under constraint . After this modification, we can rewrite (28a) as (28b), shown at the bottom of the page, where , , and . The NN governed by (28b) will converge to the exact solution as the problem in (27b) or its (28b) original form in (1). The architecture of NN (28b) is illustrated in Fig. 1 .
IV. NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATIONS
A. Experiment 1: Linear Curve-Fitting Problem
Let us consider a constrained LAD curve-fitting problem: Find the parameters of the straight line , which fit the data subject to the equality . To use CLADNN solving this problem, we formulate this problem as follows: Minimize Subject to (29) where
We implement the CLADNN with equality constraint under MATLAB SIMULINK, as illustrated in Fig. 2(a) . After inputting , , , and into this CLADNN simulator, we start simulation by clicking "START" in simulation menu and we get the solution convergence curve as shown in Fig. 2(b) , which gives the solution of or .
B. Experiment 2: Ill-Conditioned Problem
Let us solve the following so-called ill-conditioned LAD problem:
Minimize (30) where The condition number of the matrix is approximately 200 and the exact solution to problem (30) is . In order to solve this ill-conditioned problem, Cichocki and Unbehauen [1] used the following modified cost function:
instead of the original definition of LAD optimization model. However, just as they mentioned in [1] , their solutions depend crucially on the selections of the so-called regularization parameter in cost function , which is unrealistic in practical applications. In [11] , by using unconstrained LAD NN, we got an approximate solution , which was close to the exact solution. If some prior information is available in this problem, for example, one element of the exact solution is known, which is often true in real-world problems, we can use the proposed CLADNN to solve this ill-conditioned problem. Assume that is known and . We can formulate this problem into the form as described in (29) where and . Fig. 3 demonstrates that the CLADNN is able to converge to the exact solution to the ill-conditioned problem independent of initial values. Fig. 3(a)-(c) shows the convergence process of solution components , , and , respectively, whereas Fig. 3(d) illustrates the convergence process of the energy function of the CLADNN with equality constraint, , all under different initial values. The energy function is given by
C. Experiment 3: Nonlinear Curve-Fitting Problem
Let us consider a constrained nonlinear LAD curve-fitting problem: Find the parameters of the combination of polynomial and exponential function , which fits the data given in Table I , simultaneously satisfying the constraints and . We can formulate this problem into the LAD problem with constraints of equality and inequality in form Minimize Subject to .
where the equation shown at the top of the next page, holds. We use the MATLAB SIMULINK simulator as shown in Fig. 2(a) to implement the CLADNN for solving the problem in (31) , by replacing and in the network with and , respectively, where and , and adding a limiter to implement the operation:
. By inputting the previous parameters into the simulator and starting simulations for 100 times with 100 different initial values, we get the solution converge curves as shown in Fig. 4(a) , indicating that the solution is and it is independent of initial values. Replacing , , , , and with this solution in , we can draw the curve fitting as shown in Fig. 4(b) (solid  line) . By changing -norm into -norm in (31) and invoking MATLAB optimization routine, namely lsqlin, we obtain the constrained LS curve fitting, as shown in Fig. 4(b) and (dashed-dotted line). It has been shown that due to outliers at points and , LS fitting performance is degenerated severely, but the CLADNN fitting is not affected, indicating that CLADNN has a more robust performance than the constrained LS optimization.
V. CONCLUSION A new NN, namely, CLADNN, to solve the constrained LAD problems has been proposed in this paper. It has been mathematically shown that the proposed CLADNN is Lyaponov stable and it is able to globally converge to the exact solution of a given constrained LAD problem if it does exist. We have conducted three numerical simulations using the MATLAB SIMULINK simulator of the CLADNN. It has been demonstrated that the CLADNN can be used to solve linear and nonlinear curve-fitting problems. In addition, the CLADNN is able to give an exact solution to some ill-conditioned unconstrained LAD problems if prior information is available serving as a certain constraint. This is a promising feature for real-world applications where the problems are often ill-conditioned, but some prior information may be available for the solution, for example, in typical spectra quantification of magnetic resonance spectroscopy (MRS) where the frequencies of some metabolisms may be known. As illustrated in solving the nonlinear curve-fitting problem, compared with conventional LS ( -norm) optimization, the CLADNN is more robust in spiky noise environment, which is of great application potentials in modeling brain imaging data, such as functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) and diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) data since the scanning process often suffers severely from sudden movements of the head, especially, when the subjects are children, which make the final data contain a lot of spiky noise or outliers. Therefore, the applications of the proposed CLADNN to real-world problem deserve further exploration.
